Chapter 2

On Locke, "the Great Huygenius, and the incomparable Mr. Newton"

Howard Stein

The quoted phrase occurs in the Epistle to the Reader, prefatory to Locke's great Essay: imagining himself "censured" for "pretending" to instruct this our knowing age," Locke acknowledges that such a purpose is indeed the only rational justification for publishing such a book, and proceeds to indicate the place he claims to fill in "the Commonwealth of Learning": "Everyone," he says, in a nicely gauged crescendo of admiration, "must not hope to be a Boyle, or a Sydenham; and in an Age that produces such Masters, as the Great Huygenius, and the incomparable Mr. Newton, . . . 'tis Ambition enough to be employed as an Under-labourer in clearing Ground a little, and removing some of the Rubbish, that lies in the way to Knowledge."

In recent years Locke's interest (and involvement) in the science of his time, and the influence of that science on his philosophy, have been the subject of much discussion. This seems to me a salutary historiographic development, and I should be pleased to have some of what I shall say here count as a contribution to that discussion; but my main concern is a bit different. I believe (and this, at least in our century, has not been a common opinion) that in the work of clearing the underbrush and removing obstacles to the advancement of knowledge—just as in the positive work of the advancement itself—Newton was nonpareil; and I wish to illustrate this claim, in part, by a comparison with Locke. But to prevent misunderstanding, let me emphasize at the outset that, notwithstanding Locke's characterization of this task of an "underlaborer," what we have to do with is nothing less than epistemology—or methodology—and metaphysics; my contention is that Newton attained, and deployed, in most intimate connection with his scientific work, conceptions both of method and metaphysics of a subtlety that has not been generally appreciated—conceptions from which there is still something to learn.

Besides the three mid-to-late seventeenth-century figures I have mentioned, two from the early part of the century are of great rele-
Darscette's physics is indeed bizarre. It is hard to understand how anyone who has actually read Descartes's *Principia* could believe (what is often asserted) that Descartes's program involved "the reduction of physics to geometry," or alternatively could claim, as a historian who really should know better has done, that "[t]he form [of Descartes's physics] is precisely that of Newton's." To be sure, Descartes does say that he "neither accepts nor desires any other principles in Physics, than in Geometry or in abstract Mathematics," and of course he maintains that the one "principal attribute" constituting the "nature of corporeal substance" is "extension in length, breadth, and depth"; but one will search long and hard to find anything like mathematical reasoning in the book.

What comes closest, there, to a principled foundation for mathematical arguments concerning the operations of nature is the set of rules Descartes gives "to determine by how much any body's motion is changed by coming into contact with other bodies." In view of his insistence that contact with other bodies is the only circumstance occasioning changes of motion, such rules ought to form the basis for the theory of motion; and in view of his insistence that all the "diversity of forms" in matter is based upon motion, these rules should in fact constitute the foundations of physics.

Now, the two Cartesian principles I have just mentioned (that all "diversity of forms" in matter fundamentally consists in arrangements of motions, and that the laws of motion are the laws of change of motion through contact) are the essential principles of what became known as the *mechanical*, or—under the designation introduced by Boyle—the *corpuscularian* philosophy. When this general view takes the more particular (and anti-Cartesian) form in which it is supposed that all matter is constituted out of ultimate, discrete, *indivisible* corpuscles—"atoms"—it is clear that there is entailed a definite program for fundamental explanation in physics: one must know the characteristics of these atoms, one must know their arrangement and motions in the particular systems of interest; and one must know the general laws of the communication of motion through contact—that is, the laws of impact.

But Descartes's seven rules of impact are thoroughly absurd, and Descartes is driven to defend himself against the objection that these rules are in blatant conflict with experience, by maintaining that the rules hold only for two bodies colliding *in vacuo*, whereas all observed impacts occur within an ambient medium. This is a remarkable defense: according to Descartes, the notion of two separated bodies *in vacuo* is a "formal contradiction; and it is a rather odd thing to see particular predictions made of the various results to be expected under various self-contradictory conditions. In any case, Descartes himself not only offers an excuse for his rules—although at the same time maintaining their absolute certainty—but also suggests that the reader may safely ignore them, since they are not needed to understand the rest of the work.
ton's *Principia* that the laws of motion are unnecessary for an understanding of the rest of the book!—so much for the "identity of form" of the two.)

It was clearly this farrago of incoherencies that first led Huygens to moderate his admiration of Descartes; indeed, within a year or two of his composition of the elegy from which I have quoted, Huygens was in full possession of the correct laws of the elastic central impact of nonrotating spheres. In the course of his critical remarks of 1693, he refers to Descartes's "laws of motion in colliding bodies, which"—Huygens says—"he thought to make pass for true by giving it out that all of his physics would be false if these laws were false." (It is well known that Descartes did make such a statement about his theorem that light is propagated instantaneously. I know of no authority other than that of Huygens for a similar assertion about the rules of impact.) Huygens’ comment on this mode of rhetoric is, "This is almost as if he wished to prove them by taking an oath."

I want now to describe briefly Huygens’ two fundamental investigations bearing on the general laws of motion: that of impact (extending from 1652 to 1667), and that of centrifugal force (dating from 1659).

In the critical notes on Descartes already twice cited, Huygens gives a brief appreciation of anti-Aristotelian natural philosophy among both the ancients (Democritus, Epicurus, "and many others")—who, however, he says, "did not explain a single phenomenon in a satisfactory way"—and the moderns. Among the latter "Telesius, Campanella, Gilbert retained ... many occult qualities, and had not sufficient inventiveness nor sufficient mathematics ...; no more did Gassendi ... Verulamius [that is, Bacon] ... taught very good methods for building a better [philosophy] by making experiments and putting them to good use ... But ... he did not understand Mathematics and lacked penetration for the things of physics." Only one figure comes in for unqualified praise: "Galileo had, in point of genius and of knowledge of Mathematics, all that is needed to make progress in Physics, and ... he was the first to make beautiful discoveries concerning the nature of motion, although he left a great deal to be done. He did not have so much boldness or presumption as to pretend to explain all natural causes, nor the vanity to wish to be the head of a sect [as Descartes did]. He was modest and loved truth too much; moreover, he believed he had acquired sufficient reputation—and one that would endure forever—by his novel discoveries." Huygens, in effect, regards himself as the corrector of Descartes, and the continuator of Galileo. The results of Galileo are fundamental to both the investigations of Huygens that I have named.

Huygens based his general theory of impact on three principles: that of inertia, 13 that of Galilean relativity, 14 and the principle that "by a motion of bodies that results from their gravity, their common center of gravity cannot be raised." 15 That this last follows from the impossibility of "perpetual motion" Huygens well knew. 16 As to the principle of relativity, he had of course encountered it, in rough but pregnant form, in Galileo; and for Huygens himself it was associated with deep philosophical convictions about the nature of motion (the fact that Descartes’s rules of impact violate this principle—although Descartes professes a quasi-relativistic theory of the nature of motion—was surely one of the defects Huygens early discovered in those rules).

In addition to these three general principles, Huygens relies crucially on Galileo’s laws of falling bodies: (1) that the speed acquired by a body, in frictionless fall in vacuo through a height $h$—whether vertically, or along an incline, or under any other frictionless constraint—is the same for all bodies, and depends only on $h$; is in fact proportional to the square root of $h$; and (2) that the speed resulting from a fall through the height $h$ is able—all along frictionless upward path in vacuo—to lift the body to the same height $h$.

With the help of these assumptions, Huygens succeeded—apparently in 1667—indeed in proving a very general result about the "encounter" of arbitrarily many bodies, of any nature whatever—elastic, inelastic, or partially elastic (Huygens’ terms are "hard," "soft," and "semiresilient")—provided, at least, that no rotations are involved. The gist of his beautiful argument, in the case of two bodies and direct central impact, is the following: Let the interacting bodies be called $A$ and $B$, and let $A$ and $B$ likewise denote their "sizes." Let their velocities before the interaction—reckoned as positive toward one side, negative toward the other—be $u_A$ and $u_B$; those after the interaction, $v_A$ and $v_B$. Then if $g$ is the acceleration in free fall, the initial velocities can have been acquired in falling through heights $h_A = (u_A)^2/2g$, $h_B = (u_B)^2/2g$ respectively; and in the initial resting configuration of the bodies, the height of their center of gravity (above the level on which they come to interact) will have been $(Ah_A + Bh_B)/(A + B)$. Again, if the resulting velocities are used to lift the bodies, the heights they can attain will be $h_A = (v_A)^2/2g$ and $h_B = (v_B)^2/2g$, and the height of the center of gravity $(Ah_A + Bh_B)/(A + B)$. By Huygens’ assumption, therefore, we must have: $Ah_A + Bh_B \leq Ah_A + Bh_B$; in other words, $A(u_A)^2 + B(u_B)^2 \leq A(u_A)^2 + B(u_B)^2$.

Note that we have, so far, used only Galileo’s laws and the impossibility of the center of gravity rising above its initial (resting) value. Note too that we have made no special reference to impact (except for
able here, since the notion of an “appropriate” definition is not itself a well-defined one.

The idea of Huygens’ argument is this: First, we may take as the paradigm phenomenon the tug exerted upon a string by a body held by that string on a uniformly rotating disk; we want to know how strong a tug.” Next, we reflect that a weight, hung vertically by a string, also exerts a tug, whose “strength” or “intensity” we may reasonably estimate by the magnitude of that weight; so we are led to ask whether some kind of equivalence can be established between these two sorts of phenomena. Now, Huygens remarks, weight is a “tendency” to fall; and, as Galileo has shown, and Riccioli and Huygens himself have confirmed by careful experiments, freely falling bodies—and also bodies that descend along inclined planes—move with a definite and uniform acceleration, the same for all bodies (in the vertical direction, or along a given incline; Huygens expresses this result not in terms of acceleration, but by the equivalent proposition that the distances covered in successive equal time intervals starting from rest are in the proportion of the successive odd numbers starting from unity). To be sure, this statement requires some amendment for bodies falling in air, as Huygens notes at once; but he adds that he needs, for his argument, only the fact that the proposition holds in the limit of ‘arbitrarily small spaces’—which in effect means that the acceleration at the instant of release from rest is nonzero, and the same for all bodies.

The difference of acceleration in vertical fall and along an incline plays a critical role in the argument; more especially, the fact that the acceleration when the body is released, and the tug it exerts on the string when it is restrained, are both diminished—and, Huygens says, in the same proportion—when the inclination of the path is reduced. Finally, to show that only the initial acceleration matters, Huygens asks us to consider a weight suspended in contact with a curved, rather than a plane, guiding surface; and in particular, one whose direction at the point of contact is vertical. On the one hand, no diminution of “apparent weight”—of “tug”—is experienced in this case. On the other hand, when the body is released, both its direction of motion and the magnitude of its acceleration vary continuously; but its initial acceleration is vertically downwards, and equal to that in free fall.

We now turn to the body held on the uniformly rotating disk. If released, it will (we here ignore gravity as well as air resistance) move along the line tangent, at the point of release, to the circle in which it had been going, at a constant speed, equal to the circumferential velocity of the rotation. How will this look to an observer on the disk? The
answer is simple and elegant: the body will move, relative to the disk, along the curve that would be described by the endpoint of a thread, held taut, being unrolled from the disk as from a spool—and will move just as if the thread were being unwound at a uniform rate.26 This curve—the involute of the circle—is easily seen to be perpendicular to the circle at the initial point of unwinding; and the body’s motion along that curve is, at the initial instant, an accelerated motion starting from rest. Huygens proceeds to evaluate this initial acceleration; without expressing the result explicitly in this form, he shows in effect that if the radius is r and the circumferential velocity v, the initial acceleration relative to the observer on the disk will be \( v^2/r \). So for the rotating observer—or for the string—the restrained body is restrained from yielding to its tendency to accelerate radially outward to that degree. “But,” he says (implicitly invoking what Clifford Truesdell and his associates have called “the principle of material frame-independence”), “this tendency is entirely similar to that by which heavy bodies suspended from a thread strain to go downwards”; 27 and he concludes that the degree of this “straining”—that is, the centrifugal force—is, like the force of the weight, proportional both to the acceleration striven for and to the “size” of the body.

Thus Huygens’ argument leads to a result that can be immediately generalized as follows: If, from the point of view of an observer (in no matter what state of motion), a body of “size” or “mass” \( m \) is held stationary by a string; and if, in the same conditions, but released from the string, the body would move (relative to that observer) with initial acceleration \( a \) in a given direction, then the tug on the string holding the body will be in that direction, and of a magnitude proportional to \( ma \).28

I have said earlier that a consequence of Huygens’ discussion of interactions of bodies is the general principle of the conservation of momentum. The result just formulated looks temptingly like Newton’s second law of motion. Can we say that the essential contents of the introductory material of Newton’s Principia—the “Definitions” and the “Laws of Motion”—were in Huygens’ possession many years before Newton published them?

The answer, I think, is not entirely simple—not an unqualified yes or no. Newton himself, it should be emphasized, did not claim originality for the definitions and laws: he says, “Hitherto I have laid down such principles as have been receiv’d by Mathematicians, and are confirm’d by abundance of experiments”29 (and refers in particular to Galileo, Sir Christopher Wren, John Wallis, and Huygens). But, as I shall explain presently, I believe that those Newtonian principles, as Newton conceived them in the mid-1680s, involved a quite radical shift from the “receiv’d” view—and from what had previously been the view of Newton himself; yet I also believe that Huygens had come closer to them than has generally been recognized.

One fundamental point in respect to which this is so, in my opinion, is the notion of mass. No commentator I have encountered considers Huygens to have had a clear conception of mass (as distinguished from weight); and yet just this distinction—between the weight of a body on the one hand, which Huygens does not regard as an intrinsic or invariable property of the body, and the quantity that enters into the laws of impact (and of centrifugal force) on the other, which he does so regard—is explicitly affirmed, and argued for, by Huygens in several places, of which the earliest I know dates from 1668.30 Thus Huygens’ law of the conservation of momentum is indeed precisely that of Newton (Corollaries III and IV to the laws of motion).31

Just as Huygens succeeded in generalizing his earlier result about direct collision of “hard” bodies to (more or less) arbitrary interactions, so he also undertook to generalize the argument underlying his analysis of centrifugal force. There is a short manuscript of 1675 or 1676 in which Huygens considers “the force that acts upon a body to move it when it is at rest, or to augment or diminish its speed when it is in motion.” For this kind of force he introduces the term incitatio; and he argues that incitations deriving from diverse causes—, “weight, elasticity [or ‘spring’; ressort], wind, magnetic attraction” can be compared quantitatively (“may be equal, the one to the other”). He makes quite clear how this quantitative comparison is to be effected: just as in the case of centrifugal force,32 equality of incitations can be gauged by the fact that the one is just able to balance the other (and identity of “the one” and “the other” is identity, in a suitable senses, of the state of the causal agent: “same weight, suspended freely”; “same stretch of same spring”; and so on). The piece ends with a problem and a general principle:

1. The principle (or “hypothesis”): Equal bodies, constrained to move in equal (that is to say, congruent—in general possibly curved) lines by incitations that are equal at corresponding points of the two paths, will describe their paths in equal times.

2. The problem: Find the times required to traverse equal spaces, (a) for different incitations acting upon equal bodies, (b) for equal incitations acting upon unequal bodies.35
There can be no question but that Huygens was in a position to solve this problem with ease—indeed, the argument of his treatise on centrifugal force does solve it, *mutatis mutandis*; and I have no doubt that when Huygens wrote this interrupted manuscript note he knew the solution. But he did not bother to finish the note, just as he did not bother to incorporate the law of the conservation of momentum in the polished manuscript (published posthumously in 1703) of his treatise on impact. The implication seems clear: Huygens did not regard these results—even his “loy admirable de la Nature”—as of an importance comparable with the laws of impact (including that of the conservation of *vis viva* in perfectly elastic impact) or the laws of centrifugal force. And the reason seems clear: the laws of impact are the fundamental laws of the communication of motion; the laws of centrifugal force are relevant to all processes that involve vortex motion—central, on the one hand, to Descartes’s cosmology, and, on the other, to the theory of gravitation that Huygens developed (in opposition to Descartes) as early as 1668. The results that come so near to the Newtonian concept of force and laws of motion are, by contrast, of subordinate interest to Huygens. For the task of physical investigation, according to him, is that of studying phenomena with a view to their “mechanical explanation”: that is, the development of “hypotheses by motion”—models, as we would say, in which all interaction is by pressure or impact—that account adequately for phenomena; which hypotheses are to be treated by testing their observable consequences. In his *Treatise on Light*, Huygens refers to the principles of this program—that is to say, of the “corpuscularian” philosophy—as “the principles accepted in the Philosophy of the present day”; and, a little later, as “the true Philosophy, in which one conceives the causes of all natural effects in terms of mechanical motions”—adding “which in my opinion it is necessary to do, or else renounce all hope of ever understanding anything in Physics.”

Let us turn now to the incomparable Newton. At the beginning of his career, in the mid-1660s, Newton seems to have shared Huygens’s view of the nature of fundamental explanation: “the laws of motion” are the laws of impact, and indeed impact of “absolutely hard” bodies, as to *force*, it is “the pressure or crouding of one body upon another.” On the other hand, Newton, held, already in this early period, a very different philosophy of physical inquiry from that of Huygens. This is exemplified in the optical investigations, in which— to the bafflement of many of his readers, most notably Hooke and Huygens—he claimed (and justly) to have proved with what may be called “experimental certainty,” and quite independently of any mechanical explanation of the nature of light, a set of propositions about that nature of far-reaching importance, and of a quite unprecedented character. The essential content of these propositions may be summarized as follows:

1. “Light consists of Rays differently refrangible.” Here by “ray” is meant a “part” of light, propagated in a determinate line. A beam of light whose rays are of equal refrangibility Newton calls “homogeneous, similar or uniform.” The existence of (a continuous range of) such “kinds” of light, and their distinction from ordinary light (which is “heterogeneous”), was established by Newton in one crucial experiment.

2. “Homogeneous” light possesses a number of intrinsic—or, as Newton says, *Original and connate*—properties: properties, of which cannot be altered by any action exerted upon the light. Among these unmodified properties are the refrangibility itself, which the homogeneous kinds were first distinguished by, the “disposition to exhibit this or that particular colour,” and—although Newton did not fully discuss this point for some years after his first publication—a particular magnitude, of the nature of a length (what we know as the wavelength).

3. The coloric effect—the visual appearance, or “species” (as Newton calls it)—of light that comes to the eye, is determined by its physical constitution: that is, by the proportions in which it is constituted of the several kinds of rays; and it is thus as a mapping of the set of all possible constitutions to the set of perceptible species. But this mapping is by no means one-to-one: many different composite lights cause the same optical perception; and, indeed, Newton says, colors that are “the same in Specie with” is, indistinguishable by the eye from those produced by homogeneous light, “may be also produced by composition.”

Now I want to call attention to one small point of terminology. Having asserted that although the colors associated with the kinds of homogeneous light are immutable, “seeming transmutations of Colours may be made,” because “in... mixtures, the component colours are not... but are... Newton concludes: “there are two sorts of colours. The one original and simple, the other compounded of these. The Original or primary colours are, Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, and a Violet-purple, together with Orange, Indico, and an indefinite variety of Intermediate gradations.”
The association of the terms primary, original, and simple had a clear connotation for Newton's audience: primary and original are approximate philosophical synonyms, denoting a fundamental cause or principle (Latin principium, rendering Greek ἀρχή, literally "beginning" or "origin"); simple denotes a primary constituent or "element." All three of these terms, of course, play a most prominent role in Locke's Essay. Here is a central passage:

Qualities . . . in Bodies are, First such as are utterly inseparable from the Body, in what estate soever it be; such as in all the alterations and changes it suffers, all the force can be used upon it, it constantly keeps; and such as Sense constantly finds in every particle of Matter, which has bulk enough to be perceived, and the Mind finds inseparable from every particle of Matter, though less than to make it self singly be perceived by our Senses . . . These I call original or primary Qualities of Body, which I think we may observe to produce simple Ideas in us, viz. Solidity, Extension, Figure, Motion, or Rest, and Number.53

I do not at all mean to suggest that Locke has borrowed these terms from Newton. It is now generally supposed, on quite plausible evidence, that Locke's usage in distinguishing qualities into "primary" and "secondary" follows that of Boyle; but my point is that the words belonged to a well-understood philosophical vocabulary, common to the tradition—that is, to all the philosophical traditions—from before the time of Aristotle. That this core meaning (that of the "fundamental" and "fundamentally causal")—rather than the notorious distinction between ideas that are "resemblances" of the qualities in things and those that "have no resemblance" of the qualities or "powers" that produce them—54—is what was central for Locke, appears not only from the passage I have quoted (in which the notion of primary qualities is first introduced), but still more plainly from one of the early drafts of the Essay,55 where no issue of "resemblance" is mooted at all, and where Locke suggests that the only "primary ideas belonging originally to bodies"56 are "extension and cohesion of parts"—giving as his reason that "all the other qualities we observe in, or ideas we receive from, body . . . are probably [my emphasis] but the results and modifications of these."

Having perhaps labored this point a bit, let me dwell yet a little further on Locke and primary qualities, to offer an interpretation of that perplexing claim about "resemblance," which provided Berkeley with one of his major openings for his assault on Locke's philosophy (the other two being Locke's discussions of "abstract" or "general" ideas and of "material substance"). Berkeley's criticism can be paraphrased (or parodied) thus: Locke says that colors, for example, are not in bodies as we perceive them (the colors), but that shapes, for example, are: is he trying to tell us that in point of color bodies do not, but in point of shape they do, really look the way they look to us?—That of course would be arrant nonsense. To be sure, philosophers have all too often been guilty of just such nonsense, and I am far from certain that Locke is entirely innocent of it. But I want to suggest that at least a part of what Locke meant by his claim is this (which is not nonsense): that our "ideas" of the primary qualities fit together in a nexus of relations—a structural nexus—that represents "adequately," "faithfully," or "isomorphically" a corresponding nexus in things, at all levels of analysis—most particularly on the fundamental level as conceived in the corpuscularian philosophy, that of the ultimate constituent corpuscles. This, I think, is not a far-fetched, it is even a quite natural rendering (to be sure into a somewhat non-Lockean vocabulary), of his proposition: "That the Ideas of primary Qualities of Bodies, are Resemblances of them, and their Patterns do really exist in the bodies themselves."57 On this reading, "resemblance of a pattern" will mean correspondence to it, point for point (and relation for relation).

But Locke's claims for primary qualities extend farther than this: not only does he, on the positive side, assert that the ideas of those qualities correctly represent a corresponding metaphysical reality; he also maintains—although (oddly enough, since it is a central tenet of his epistemology) merely as "probable"—that the only representations we can form that correspond to a metaphysical reality are those constructed out of ideas of primary qualities. Or rather, Locke throughout the Essay in general maintains this; but there are two minute exceptional passages—the results of revisions made, one in the second, one in the fourth edition. I shall have something to say about these passages presently.

There are three points of contrast between Newton and Locke that I want here to call attention to (with two more to come later): First, the qualities Locke calls primary and original constitute a fixed list; it is clear that Newton's usage is more flexible, since the qualities he attributes to rays of light as primary and original are ones that have been discovered by his experimental investigation itself (and therefore it is reasonable to suppose that further investigations may discover new "primary qualities"). Second, the primary qualities of Locke correspond, in principle, to a subset of "the simple Ideas we receive from Sensation and Reflection"—themselves "the Boundaries of our Thoughts; beyond which, the Mind, whatever efforts it would
make, is not able to advance one jot; nor can it make any discoveries, when it would prie into the Nature and hidden causes of those Ideas.\textsuperscript{58} The properties called "primary" by Newton are, on the contrary, of the class that Locke calls "secondary Qualities, mediately perceivable"\textsuperscript{59}—namely, "powers" that manifest themselves only in the perceptible consequences of physical interaction which are not apprehended in any purely passive perception at all.

It might have been suspected that the first of these contrasts was merely terminological, and showed no more than that Newton and Locke differed in their use of the word primary. The second contrast, however, makes it clear that a great deal more is at issue. Further insight into what this "more" is is provided by the third contrast, which will require a little more exposition.

In Newton’s letter informing the Royal Society of his first optical investigations there occurs, at the point of transition from the account of his discovery of the differences of refrangibility to that of the theory of "the Origin of Colours," the cryptic remark that although "a naturalist would scarce expect to see ye science of those [namely, colors] become mathematicall," Newton yet "dare[s] affirm that there is as much certainty in it"—that is, in his mathematical theory of the origin of colors—"as in any other part of Opticks."\textsuperscript{60} To this passage Hooke demurred, replying that he could not agree that Newton's theory was "soe certain as mathematicall Demonstrations."\textsuperscript{61} In reply, under the heading "That the Science of Colours is most properly a Mathematicall Science," Newton offered a fundamental clarification.\textsuperscript{62} His assertion, he says, contained two parts: that his science of colors is mathematical; and that it is as certain as any other part of optics. But this is not to say that this science—any more than the rest of optics—possesses mathematical certainty. A science is mathematical, he says, if from its principles "a Mathematician may determin all the Phaenomena" it is concerned with; but the "absolute certainty" of any science "cannot exceed the certainty of its Principles": and "who knows not that Optiques and many other Mathematicall Sciences depend . . . on Physical Principles"—that is, principles "the evidence [for] which . . . is from Experiments." (It will be recalled that in the preface to the Principia Newton says the same about geometry itself: that its principles are "fetched from without"; that "Geometry is founded in mechanical practice." I am not aware of any other mathematician or philosopher of the seventeenth century who expressed such a view.\textsuperscript{63} Locke quite certainly did not; and neither, more than half a century later, did that arch-empiricist Hume.)

Now, Locke's doctrine about knowledge—his "official" doctrine, let me say—is this, that there are "three degrees of Knowledge, viz., Intuitive, Demonstrative, and Sensitive"\textsuperscript{64} of which the first two alone, which "we must search and find only in our Minds," can be "universal," or "general,"\textsuperscript{65} whereas sensitive knowledge reaches "no farther than the Existence of Things actually present to our Senses."\textsuperscript{66} In accordance with this theory of knowledge in the strict sense of the word, Locke repeatedly—but, as it happens, not quite uniformly—denies the very possibility of a scientific natural philosophy.\textsuperscript{67} The exceptions are all passages in which Locke refers explicitly to Newton. In the Essay we find, perhaps ambiguously: "Mr. Newton, in his never enough to be admired Book, has demonstrated several Propositions, which are so many new Truths, before unknown to the World, and are farther Advances in Mathematical Knowledge."\textsuperscript{68} The possible ambiguity is suggested by the last clause: Locke may refer only to what in the Principia Newton calls "mathematical," as contrasted with "philosophical," principles. I am inclined to doubt that he does intend that distinction, because Locke's own interest in the Principia certainly did not derive from its purely mathematical content. In any case, the other passages in question admit of no such doubt. In his "Thoughts concerning Education," published in the same year as the Essay, one does indeed find the statement: "Natural philosophy, as a speculative science, I imagine, we have none; and perhaps I may think I have reason to say, we never shall be able to make a science of it."\textsuperscript{69} But some four pages later Locke qualifies this:

Though the systems of physics that I have met with afford little encouragement to look for certainty, or science, in any treatise, which shall pretend to give us a body of natural philosophy from the first principles of bodies in general; yet the incomparable Mr. Newton has shown, how far mathematics, applied to some parts of nature, may, upon principles that matter of fact justify, carry us in the knowledge of some, as I may so call them, particular provinces of the incomprehensible universe. And if others could give us so good and clear an account of other parts of nature, as he has of this our planetary world, and the most considerable phaenomena observable in it, in his admirable book "Philosophiae naturalis Principia Mathematica," we might in time hope to be furnished with more true and certain knowledge in several parts of this stupendous machine, than hitherto we could have expected.\textsuperscript{70}

A second quite definite statement occurs in the public correspondence with Stillingfleet, and bears upon one of the two revisions to Locke's Essay that I mentioned earlier. The change is to Book II, chapter 8, §11, which in the first three editions asserted it as "mani-
fest” that “Bodies operate one upon another . . . by impulse, and nothing else. It being impossible to conceive, that Body should operate on what it does not touch, . . . or when it does touch, operate any other way than by Motion”71—thus succinctly expressing the basic tenet of corpuscularianism—and to the first sentence of §12, which began, “If then Bodies cannot operate at a distance . . .” In Locke’s letter to Stillingfleet he says, referring to this passage:

It is true, I say, “that bodies operate by impulse, and nothing else.” And so I thought when I writ it, and can yet conceive no other way of their operation. But I am since convinced by the judicious Mr. Newton’s incomparable book, that it is too bold a presumption to limit God’s power, in this point, by my narrow conceptions. The gravitation of matter towards matter, by ways inconceivable to me, is not only a demonstration that God can, if he pleases, put into bodies powers and ways of operation, above what can be derived from our idea of body, or can be explained by what we know of matter, but also an unquestionable and every where visible instance, that he has done so. And therefore in the next edition I shall take care to have that passage rectified.72

The emendation Locke actually introduced in his fourth edition is characteristically cautious—to the point, indeed, of hiding the issue. In §11 he stills says that “the only way which we can conceive bodies operate in” is “by impulse”; he concludes that this is, manifestly, “how Bodies produce Ideas in us”; only he makes no statement, now, about the operation of bodies upon one another—and, similarly, he drops from §12 the clause about bodies not operating at a distance. I think there is no explicit reference to gravitational attraction in the Essay.

There is, however, such a reference in a work originally intended to form a new chapter of the Essay: the posthumously published treatise The Conduct of the Understanding; and this passage may, I think, fairly be characterized as astonishing. It occurs in section 43, whose title is “Fundamental Verities”; and one might think that a very famous piece of eloquence in Kant’s Critique of Practical Reason was derived from it. “There are,” Locke tells us, “fundamental truths that lie at the bottom, the basis upon which a great many others rest, and in which they have their consistency. These are teeming truths, rich in store, with which they furnish the mind, and, like the lights of heaven, are not only beautiful and entertaining in themselves, but give light and evidence to other things that without them could not be seen or known.” He gives just two examples of such “fundamental,” “teeming” (that is, pregnant) truths. The first is “that admirable dis-

coverey of Mr. Newton, that all bodies gravitate to one another, which may be counted as the basis of natural philosophy; which of what use it is to the understanding of the great frame of our solar system, he has to the astonishment of the learned world shown, and how much further it would guide us in other things, if rightly pursued, is not yet known.” And what is the second fundamental truth, deemed worthy by Locke of comparison with Newton’s admirable discovery? It is “our Saviours great rule, that we should love our neighbor as ourselves”:—this “is such a fundamental truth for the regulating of human society, that I think by that alone one might without difficulty determine all the cases and doubts in social morality.” (It should be remembered that in the Essay Locke has affirmed his belief that morals—like mathematics, and unlike natural philosophy—could be made a demonstrative science.)

The third contrast I have drawn, then, is between two different conceptions of what is required for a systematic science. Locke’s curious ambivalence on the point—why does he not, although admiring Newton’s discoveries, refuse to allow them the name of “science” in its strict sense, on the grounds that they do not rest on principles evident to intuition?—suggests that he is less firmly committed to his “official” epistemology (and metaphysics) than most of his commentators take him to be. For instance, Michael Ayers, in a very acute and stimulating article on Locke,73 has declared that “if he let in the possibility that powers or phenomenal properties should belong to things as a matter of brute or miraculous fact not naturally intelligible, Locke’s whole carefully constructed philosophy of science and his support for the corpuscularian case against the Aristotelians would collapse.”74 But this possibility—indeed the certainty that it is true, in the case of the power of gravitational attraction—is exactly what, in the passage quoted above, Locke tells Stillingfleet that Newton has convinced him of.

The two issues—whether “primary” qualities, or at least our knowledge of primary qualities, need be directly and simply related to our modes of perception; and whether science need be grounded in what is immediately perceived (“intuited”) by the mind in contemplating its “ideas”—are very closely connected. It has been characteristic of an influential branch of modern empiricism to adopt the affirmative position on each of these issues; and thus to deny a central distinction of that great ancient empiricist Aristotle: the distinction between what is “first, and better known, in nature” and what is first, and better known, “to us.” It is possible that a recognition of such a distinction is implied by one cryptic (and to me puzzling) remark by Locke in the Essay: “‘Tis fit to observe,” he says, “that Certainty is twofold; Cer-
tainty of Truth, and Certainty of Knowledge. Certainty of Truth is, when Words are so put together in Propositions, as exactly to express the agreement or disagreement of the Ideas they stand for, as really it is.”

What is the difference Locke implies here between what he calls “certainty of truth”—which does not imply certain knowledge—and just “truth”? His emphasis seems to be on the phrase “as it really is”; and this may, although it surely is obscure, be a remote echo of Aristotle’s “better known in nature.” However this may be, it is certainly characteristic of what I have called Locke’s “official” doctrine to conflate—so far as humanly possible science is concerned—epistemological priority and metaphysical priority, and to find in the evident inadequacy of this correspondence an impassable boundary to human knowledge.

On this issue, then, Newton may be said to stand with Aristotle. Not, however, on another—(and closely related)—one; for Aristotle and Locke—and Descartes, and, to a degree, Huygens—agree on this point: that genuine science is possible only on the basis of genuinely, “absolutely,” first principles (of which Aristotle says—and indeed of “causes” in general, whether “first” or “intermediate”—that there must be in toto a finite and known system of causes if there is to be science at all). Descartes thought he had definitively established such a system through an analysis of qualitative experience in the light of principles innate to the mind. Huygens came to reject most of Descartes’s analysis, and to regard fundamental physical knowledge as something to seek on probable, rather than certain, evidence; but, as we have seen, he continued to hold firmly to the view that the whole possibility of progress in physics depended upon the reduction of all phenomena to “mechanical” interaction “by motion.” Huygens offers us no argument on this point; Locke, the mere assertion that this is the only mode of action that the “idea of body” makes intelligible. Newton, however, no more believes in the intrinsic and unique “intelligibility” of this mode of interaction than does Hume. Newton writes:

We no otherwise know the extension of bodies than by our senses, nor do these reach it in all bodies; but because we perceive extent in all that are sensible, therefore we ascribe it to all others also. That abundance of bodies are hard we learn from experience. And because the hardnesse of the whole arises from the hardness of the parts, we therefore justly infer the hardnesse of the undivided particles not only of the bodies we feel but of all others. That all bodies are impenetrable, we gather not from reason, but from sensation . . . That all bodies are moveable, and endow’d with certain powers (which we call the vires inertiae) of persevering in their motion or in their rest, we only infer from the like properties observ’d in the bodies which we have seen. The extension, hardness, impenetrability, mobility, and vires inertiae of the whole, result from the extension, hardness, impenetrability, mobility, and vires inertiae of the parts: and thence we conclude the least particles of all bodies to be also extended, and hard, and impenetrable, and moveable, and endow’d with their proper vires inertiae. And this is the foundation of all philosophy.

The “foundation of all philosophy” (by which he means “of all physics”)—that part, we may say, of metaphysics, that is required for physics—is itself founded on, or derived from, not rational insight, but empirical evidence. The fourth of the contrasts I wish to draw between Locke and Newton concerns this metaphysics itself (rather than its epistemological grounds). It is related to the second revision to Locke’s Essay known to have been made under the influence of Newton.

In the first edition of the Essay, in attacking the argument that matter must be eternal because its creation ex nihilo is inconceivable, Locke had countered that the creation of a mind or “spirit” is as much beyond our comprehension as that of a body. In the second edition this was revised to say that in fact, “if we would emancipate ourselves from vulgar Notions,” we might be able to form “some dim and seeming conception how Matter might at first be made . . . : But to give beginning and being to a Spirit, would be found a more inconceivable effect of omnipotent Power.” He declines, however, to particularize, saying that to do so “would perhaps lead us too far from the Notions, on which the Philosophy now in the World is built.”

We know from Locke’s French translator, Pierre Coste, that the intimated radical departure from the received philosophy was sketched to Locke, in conversation, by Newton, and we now have, in the fragmentary manuscript “De gravitatione et aequipondio fluidorum et solidorum in fluidis,” published by the Halls (together with, unfortunately, a most defective translation), Newton’s own exposition of this heterodox metaphysics. I have discussed this elsewhere in more detail, here let me only remark, first, that Newton’s explicit aim, in his discussion of “corporeal nature” in that text, is to free the conception of body from two scholastic notions he regards as unintelligible: that of a formless substrate, and that of a “substantial form” inhering in such a substrate (or “unintelligible
substance”) as subject; second, that what he offers instead of the “unintelligible substance” and its unintelligible “substantial form” is the conception of spatial distributions of clearly conceived attributes—space or extension, of which (Newton says) we have “an exceptionally clear Idea,” playing the role of “subject,” and the distributed attributes that of “form”; third, that it is a crucial part of this view of bodies as constituted by “spatially distributed attributes”—what we should now call “fields” on space—that these have, as part of their formal constitution, definite “laws of motion,” or of propagation from one region of space to another; fourth, corresponding to Locke’s remark that the creation of a mind is more inconceivable than that of a body, that Newton, although he suggests the possibility of an analogous conception of God himself, free of any unintelligible notion of a “substantial subject” in which his attributes inhere, quickly adds that the defect of our ideas of God’s attributes and even of our own mental powers makes it “rash to say what may be the substantial basis of minds.”

From the “official” point of view of Locke’s Essay, the creation of a substance exceeds human comprehension precisely because, in that view, the “idea” of such a substance inescapably includes what Locke himself characterizes as the to us necessarily obscure and confused “idea of substance in general.” The “Philosophy now in the World”—the corpuscularian philosophy—while rejecting “prime matter” and “substantial forms” (or “ocult qualities”), still required that obscure idea of substance. And this Newton’s more radical metaphysics contrives to do without.

It is of some importance to note that the metaphysics of “De gravitatione” attributes to bodies, alongside Locke’s “primary and original” attributes of extension, solidity (or impenetrability), and mobility, two others, not on Locke’s list: namely, mass or vis inertiae, and the power of stimulating perceptions in a mind. To be sure, mass is not there mentioned explicitly. It is, however, implied by the requirement that there be definite laws of motion of the impenetrable regions of space; and this may serve to remind us that Locke’s own corpuscularian theory of the “intelligible” interaction “by impulse” presupposes this attribute of mass—which cannot be construed to correspond to a simple idea, but can only be understood as a power “mediately perceivable.” In this sense, even apart from the questionable “idea of substance,” the Lockean view defended by Ayers has to be regarded as not fully coherent.

The account of the creation of matter in “De gravitatione” is parallel to the much better known passage on the same subject in Newton’s Opticks. The latter, with its reference to “solid, massy, hard, im-

penetrable, moveable Particles,” is reticent about the deeper metaphysical foundations; but the correspondence is made evident by a cryptic phrase which, I suggest, becomes clear when the two accounts are juxtaposed. Newton says that the “principles” he has spoken of are to be regarded, “not as occult Qualities, supposed to result from the specific Forms of Things, but as general Laws of Nature, by which the Things themselves are formed” (my emphasis). What does this last phrase mean? It means precisely that Newton proposes to replace, as constituting the essence of corporeal things, the “ocult qualities” and “substantial forms” of the scholastics with clear forms, specifiable as “laws of nature” whose truth is evinced for us by phenomena. (There is actually a little more that needs to be said for a careful analysis of Newton’s statement, but I have not time for that here; the main qualification will be implied by my concluding remarks—and last contrast with Locke.)

In one positive point the passage in the Opticks differs significantly from that in “De gravitatione.” The “principles,” or constitutive laws of nature, that Newton most especially means to defend against the charge that they are “ocult” are, not those of solidity, impenetrability, rigidity, mobility, and inertia, with the “passive Laws of Motion” that characterize the vis inertiae, but a new set, not at all appearing in “De gravitatione”: “certain active Principles, such as is that of Gravity, and that which causes Fermentation, and the Cohesion of Bodies.” This very crucial amendment is the result of the great investigation that gave us the Principia.

That investigation may be succinctly described as having three phases. In the first phase—already partially accomplished in the famous plague years of 1665–66—Newton found, on the basis of Kepler’s so-called third law and the approximation of planetary motion as uniform and circular, that (to use Huygens’ word) the “incitations” of the planets toward the sun are inversely as the squares of the distances; and found also, transferring this law to the moon, that the latter’s “incitation” toward the earth can be identified with its weight toward the earth. With this result, and with the further inference that (a) the “incitation” of the planets also is to be identified with their weight toward the sun, and that (b) weight in general obeys this law of the inverse square, Huygens declared himself in full agreement; intimated, not unjustly, that he himself could have made this discovery if he had had the boldness to consider the possibility of weight acting at such vast distances; and expressed his great admiration of Newton for having done so. But Newton’s move in what I am calling the second phase is far bolder, and is the turning point of the investigation: Quite setting aside the standard view that the fundamental laws
of motion apply to the fundamental interactions "by impulse," Newton treats the gravitation of a body $A$ toward a body $B$ as a case of interaction between $A$ and $B$, and applies directly to it his own version of Huygens' "wonderful law of Nature," the conservation of momentum—namely, Newton's third law of motion. From this, with some qualitative considerations regarding weight, he infers with breathtaking swiftness the existence of a universal law of gravitation between all pairs of corporeal particles in the universe.\footnote{88}

The third and final phase of the investigation takes up the major part of Book III of the *Principia*—and the major part of astronomy for the next two-hundred-odd years. It consists in the deduction of the detailed consequences of Newton's new law, and their detailed comparison with increasingly precise data. It is, as I have remarked elsewhere,\footnote{89} on the success of this third phase that Newton rests his case for the correctness of his result: the critical second phase of the investigation must be regarded as heuristic, not as demonstrative.

But the third phase—or its success—had in turn a heuristic consequence of profound importance: it led Newton to the amendment of his metaphysics that I have already cited, and therewith to a new program for physics. This is adumbrated in the introductory sections of the *Principia*, preceding Book I: the "Definitions" and "Laws of Motion"; and is summarized in Newton's preface to the work. Its central notion is that of a vis naturae or potentia naturalis—a "force of nature" or "natural power." The three laws of motion (as Newton makes explicit in the *Opticks*) constitute, together, the characterization of one of these forces: the "Vis inertiae," which is "a passive Principle."\footnote{90} The remaining forces, the "active Principles," are what, according to this program, it is the chief task of natural philosophy to seek to discover. And it is within this scheme that the deep importance of Huygens' "incitation," which Newton calls "motive force," really emerges: for the action upon a body of a force of nature—what Newton calls an impressed force—has this "incitation," or "motive quantity," as its appropriate measure; the latter therefore enters into the expression of every fundamental law of nature.

The account I have just sketched illustrates the last of the contrasts I wish to make with Locke, and with the received corpuscularian view generally. Perhaps it is already implied by the other four contrasts. Aristotle, as I have said, thought that the very possibility of science depends upon the possession of first principles; and on this point, as I have also said, Locke and Huygens agree with him; but Newton does not. In Aristotle's view, first principles themselves are discovered in a process that precedes science—a process he describes as "dialectical" rather than "scientific." In these terms (which are foreign to Newton's own usage), Newton may be said to agree rather with Plato, for whom science itself was "dialectical." The double-facedness of the result in the *Principia*—"forward" to the greater mastery of phenomena, "backward" to new principles—is a perfect illustration. But that it is a genuine illustration of a philosophy of inquiry that reigned over Newton's entire creative career is apparent from his writings, both early and late. In his inaugural lectures as Lucasian Professor at Cambridge in 1670 (when he was not yet twenty-eight), Newton declares, concerning his "mathematical science of colors": "I hope to show—as it were, by my example—how valuable Mathematics is in natural Philosophy. I therefore urge Geometers to investigate Nature more rigorously, and those devoted to natural science to learn Geometry first. Hence ... truly with the help of philosophizing Geometers and geometrizing Philosophers, instead of the conjectures and probabilities that are hawked on all sides, we shall at last achieve a natural science supported by the highest evidence."\footnote{91} In the final query of the *Opticks*, to which I have already referred, and which first appeared in the Latin edition of 1706 (when Newton was approaching sixty-four), after proposing the scheme of passive and active forces (or laws), Newton conspicuously refrains from claiming for these any final, any ultimately "foundational" status: "To tell us," he says,

that every species of Things is endow'd with an occult specifick Quality by which it acts and produces manifest Effects, is to tell us nothing: But to derive two or three general Principles of Motion from Phaenomena, and afterwards to tell us how the Properties and Actions of all corporeal Things follow from those manifest Principles, would be a very great step in Philosophy, though the Causes of those Principles were not yet discover'd. And therefore I scruple not to propose the Principles of Motion above-mention'd, they being of very general Extent, and leave their Causes to be found out.\footnote{92}

Perhaps the simplest of all Newton's statements of what I have called his dialectical conception of science is that in the preface to the *Principia*. As in the other passages I have cited, here too what Newton offers is not a proposed foundation for physics, but a framework within which physical investigation may be possible. But the subtlest dialectical turn is Newton's intimation—which has been dramatically confirmed in our own century—that such investigation may lead, not only to new laws and deeper causes, but to a revision of the framework itself. After setting forth his new program for natural philosophy, Newton
concludes—in words that I have quoted on more than one previous occasion, and which I have always found moving—"But I hope the principles here laid down will afford some light either to that, or some truer, method of Philosophy."
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